ILWU Report from 'Down Under'
(See Pages 5,6. 7)
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and to replace them with addif
tional B men in some areas.
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Gov. Brown
To Dedicate
Bufano Work
e

SAN FRANCISCO — California
Governor Edmund G. (Pat) Brown
will be the chief speaker at ceremonies dedicating the return home
to San Francisco of St. Francis
of Assisi, the monumental statue by
world-renowned artist Beniamino
Bufano.
Governor Brown accepted the invitation of the San Francisco Bay
Area Longshoremen's Memorial Association to be guest of honor at the
invitation luncheon to be held January 3, 1963, at Sabella's Restaurant
preceeding the dedication ceremonies at which time the famed statue,
symbolic of peace, will finally
achieve a permanent position of
honor outside the modern longshore
building, on the corner of Beach
and Taylor Streets, facing San Francisco's Fishermen's Wharf.
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BC Dock Talks
On Again After
LongDeadlock
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VANCOUVER, B.C. — Long deadlocked negotiations between longshoremen and terminal workers of
British Columbia—members of the
ILWU in Canada—and the Shipping
Federation of B.C. have been renewed. The contract expired September 30 and work has continued
on a day-to-day basis since then.
Both parties agreed to go into two
weeks of intensive, unofficial negotiations aiming at a resolution of all
outstanding issues in order to secure
a contract.
Primarily at issue is some movement toward a mechanization agreement similar to the one in United
States Pacific Coast ports as well as
industry-wide bargaining covering
all branches of longshore work.
The parties agreed to renew nego(Continued on Page 8)
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- ...ljreetings
St. Francis of Assisi, Man of Peace

THE members of ILWU and its many friends everyT
where the officers and the staff of The Dispatcher extend
O

best wishes of the season and prayerful hope that the New
Year will see a world put in peaceful order.
HARRY BRIDGES, president
J. R. ROBERTSON, vice president

LOUIS GOLDBLATT, secretary-treasurer
MORRIS WATSON, editor

agreement after long study indicated
that work has held up fairly well
in most ports, while at the same
time a substantial number of men
have been retired on normal or prorata pensions, through early retirement under M&M, or are no longer
in the industry as a result of normal
attrition.
Numerous requests from a number
of locals regarding transfers of B
men to A status and replacement
with additional B men in some areas,
are being given serious consideration, the committee stated.
However, a number of things that
must be done in connection with
such transfers were listed by the
committee. These include:
• In determining the number of
men a port may need, consideration
must be given to men requesting
transfers from distressed ports, particularly Newport,Raymond, Astoria,
Port Hueneme, or any other port in
similar circumstances.
• The matter of inter-transfer
from longshore to clerks' locals must
be effectuated in accordance with
the inter-transfer language. (This
has already been done in some
areas.)
• Other matters still to be resolved include the few men still left
on the Coast who are seeking registration from Alaska and Hawaii, and
a few reinstatements.
• It was further agreed that even
though the committee has not completed its work in connection with
cleaning out the unavailable men
from the lists, that job would have
to be completed in the joint port
labor relations committees, but not
necessarily prior to making the registration changes. (The question of
unavailable men has been brought
to the attention of the locals previously.)
GANG REDUCTION
In a related item it was agreed
that some gangs would be broken
up in some areas. As jobs become
more mechanized and specialized the
number of gangs in a port might be
reduced, the committee stated, while
not necessarily reducing the number
of men employed.
The Coast Committee will determine how many men are to be transferred within ports and from port to
(Continued on Page 8)
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The Mischievous Meddlers

THE BEAM
By Harry Bridges
I tri3OVERTY IN THE midst of abundance." Now there is
a phrase we've been hearing for as many years as most
of us can remember, even though it never made sense,
doesn't make sense, and never will make sense. A couple
weeks back Secretary of Labor Wirtz said that we have a
"fantastic growth" and yet a large proportion of the population suffers persistent poverty.
We keep hearing about over-abundance and surpluses,
so let's take a close look at some of this abundance! According to the Labor Department there is an over-abundance
of about 32 million people in the USA living at a lower level
today than this nation can provide for. There is an abundant surplus of food that these people need and cannot afford to eat; an abundance of materials for housing that
these people cannot live in; an abundance of clothes that
these people cannot wear.
And there is another abundant surplus—of unemployment! Most of us who have been around for a long time
know that this is one of the most destructive conditions that
can happen to any man. The unemployment rate in November rose once again to its high point of 5.8 percent. So now,
as the Christmas season arrives, as the weather grows colder
and people's needs are greater, there are more out of work
than anytime this year. This is happening in spite of the
tremendous expenditures for arms and military goods we
are told helps keep our economy "healthy."
The time has sure arrived for us to start doing a little
extra pushing to convince them in Washington that we
need a sharp tax cut in the lower income brackets—and we
need it right away.

r

ITH THINGS in delicate balance in
terms of hope for a breakthrough on
arms inspection through the auspices of the
United Nations; with attitudes on both
sides of the cold war showing some signs
of thawing a little, and with everybody—
well, almost everybody—hoping with all
their heart that order will come to the
world family, who picks this time to throw
a monkey wrench into the machinery?
If you haven't read it, you can still guess
it. For, who else would it be than the same
mischievous meddlers who stormed into Hawaii when ILWU was struggling to drag that
then feudal society into the 20th Century?
The same who have junketed all over the
nation to sow suspicion and discord wherever workers are struggling for a decent
living, wherever minorities are struggling to
gain their civil rights, or wherever any
groups of any kind are asserting their constitutional right to petition government.
Yes, the Un-American Committee of the
federal House of Representatives which subpoenaed and subjected ten women of the
Women Strike for Peace December 11 and
12 to its usual Spanish inquisition type of
public browbeating.
Whether Chairman Walter and his committee genuinely consider peace an undesirable state of being or whether they are
just putting on a sensational show in advance of seeking a new mandate when Congress convenes January 9 is not clear. Both
motives are within their capabilities. Whatever the motive or motives, their move is
subversive of the interests of the American
people.

W

E WHOLE-HEARTEDLY subscribe to
the statement of Women Strike for
Peace made when the subpoenas were
served:
"With the fate of humanity resting on a
push button, the quest for peace has become the highest form of patriotism. We believe that nuclear war is the greatest enemy
of the American people.
"Differences of politics, economics or social beliefs disappear when we recognize
man's common peril. The human ingenuity
that can split the atom and explore space
must be used to keep the human race alive.

W

"WSP is a grass-roots movement toward
that end. We are not an organization, and
we do not ask of any woman her race, religion or politics. We do not ask an oath of
loyalty to any set of beliefs. We ask loyalty
to the race of man. Any woman who sees
the threat to all mankind and who will work
to achieve general and complete disarmament under effective international control
is welcome to work with us.
"We submit that it is not we women who
should be 'investigated' but those who, with
the cool logic of madness, attempt to reconcile us to complete destruction.
"Our 'crime' is to cry aloud that nuclear
war must not be permitted, and we shall
continue to cry aloud with all our strength.
"We do not fear the contamination of
ideas; we fear the conspiracy of silence. The
time is long past when a small group of
censors can silence the voice of peace. To
muzzle honest debate in the name of national interest is to do our country, and the
world, a fatal disservice."
What a force it could be if the national
labor movement had the same attitude. But
while Meany and Reuther and their like
busy themselves with in-fighting and advancement of cold war policies, let us not
stand idly by ourselves and do nothing about
peace and the un-American committee. This
mad bully must be abolished. Be sure to
write your congressman before January 9
and tell him so.
4f,
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OST DISTURBING in the latest report is that unemployment rose most sharply among teen-agers. So, we
find the cream of the crop, the kids whom we hoped would
have a better world to live in are the ones who are starting
to suffer the most. In fact the new statistics are directly
related to the rise in unemployed youths. One out of every
six teen-agers now actively looking for work can't find
a job.
And the statistics don't tell the entire story there either
—for example, that in an unusually large proportion of
these kids are Negroes or Mexican-Americans or other members of minority groups who are always up against the gun,

and rarely get a fair shake. These figures should tell us, in
plain words, that something in this "abundant" society smells
to heaven when youngsters have to roam the streets with
nothing to do and a feeling that their country has sold
them out.
Many of these kids are school dropouts, mainly because
poverty made it impossible for them to make the grade, or
they had to go to work to help support the family—or maybe
because some of them couldn't see any percentage in staying
in school and knowing that their chances of getting a job
were almost nil anyhow.
Every American kid who starts school is promised that
he'll have a chance to go through, even have a good chance
to go to college. But this abundant society with its fantastic growth has let them down. Why do they drop out? Well,
we know why some working class kids don't make the grade.
The training is often no good; they find it tough to learn
anything that will help them get and hold a decent job;
often they even see so-called "older" people—no more than
35 or 40 years of age—lose their jobs because they are "too
old." No wonder some teen-agers, after pounding the pavement trying to earn an honest dime finally become "delinquents."
The question we have to ask ourselves is who is delinquent? The kids? Or the society in which they live?
44214_
ERE WE FIND ourselves in our waterfront division discussing at great length how many more men will be
put to work on the front. But this is a headache very few
other unions have, as their work forces are reduced and
automation puts some workers on the permanently unemployed lists.
But none of us can live on an island by ourselves and
figure just because in the longshore division of our union
we have won by hard union struggle over many Years a
special security against being dumped by machines, that
we can ignore what's happening around us.
When a country has too much of everything, with no
plans to properly distribute the available goods, and to give
every able-bodied person, including the young, a decent way
of making a living, the great danger is that the people who
can't find answers start to dream of war as a way of solving the problem..We are not talking through our hats on
this one—it's happened before. The way some of the people
around.the White House and Pentagon talk it can happen
again.

H

CORRECTION: Two columns back, Mr. Bridges
made reference to "the racketeering, sellout ISU." The
initials came out in print as "SIU." We regret this error
and wish to make it plain that the reference was to the
old International Seamen's Union, and not the Seafarers International Union.—Ed.
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An eye-catching
abstract design
on the bows of the new Norwegian bulk freighter Brissac
attracted considerable attention when the vessel paid her
first call at Vancouver, B.C., to load for US Atlantic ports.

Sea Going Abstraction

The gaily colored design is welded to the bows and is the
work of the French artist, RenaId Arnold. Vessels of the
Fred Olsen line traditionally carry a conventional figurehead. Officials say they wanted something different for
the Brissac—a design signifying movement.

Alert Washington Labor to Attacks
fly Employers Against Union Gains
SEATTLE—An employer offensive,
which will include a many-pronged,
concentrated attack on the unemployment compensation program,
can be expected during the 1963
session of the State Legislature,
delegates to an all-labor legislative
conference were told here December 8.
Called by the State Federation of
Labor (AFL-CIO) the parley drew a
record-breaking attendance of more
than 250 delegates. Representing the
ILWU were Glen C. Bierhaus, secretary and James L. Costa, legislative
representative of the Puget Sound
Council.
Costa will also represent the ILWU
on the United Labor Lobby which
will include such other independent
unions as the Railroad Brotherhoods,
Teamster, United Mine Workers and
Mine, Mill & Smelter Workers.
MORE CONSERVATIVE
In greeting the delegates Federation President Joe Davis Said that
as the result of the 1962 elections
a "more conservative atmosphere will
prevail in Olympia" and that labor
can expect "aggressive opposition
from some segments of the business
and agricultural , community."
At the end of the all-day session
the broad outlines of the program
that will engage the attention of the
United Labor Lobby emerged along
the following lines:
• A renewal of the fight to improve the workmen's compensation
program by the addition of loss-ofearning power pensions for permanent and partial disability; increases
in the schedule of payments; broadening of coverage and regulating
attorneys' fees in appeal cases.
• Collective bargaining and other
benefits for all public employes and
employes of the Public Utility Districts.
• An improved safety program
with the employment of More inspectors "with realistic pay schedules and practical experience." Dur-

ing the discussion the ILWU's safety
program was commended.
• A memorial to Congress in favor
of the 30-hour work week to soften
the impact of automation.
• Support for codes and regulations dealing with occupational diseases and labelling of hazardous
substances.
• Support for a graduated net income tax and a reduction in the
retail sales tax with its elimination
on prescription medicines.
• Opposition to ratable reduc-

tions in welfare grants; the lien law
in the old age pension program and
relative responsibility.
• More effective consumer protection laws.
Delegates included several members of the State Legislature including Senator Bob Bailey, South Bend,
a member of the Typographical
Union; Representative Max Wedekind, Seattle, Inlandboatmen's
Union and Representative William
J. May, secretary of the Spokane
Central Labor Council.

Coos Bay World Editorial:

Right-to-Work Group Talks
'Lots of Hot Air' Propaganda
COOS BAY, ORE.—"Lots of Hot
Air" is the title of a recent editorial
in the Coos Bay World, on the subject of the propaganda of the National Right-to-Work Committee.
Referring to a "ranting and raving" address delivered in North
Bend by a representative of the
Right-to-Work Committee, the editorial commented that the right-toworkers are not, "As they would like
everyone to believe, solely against
compulsory unionism. On the contrary, these guys are aiming at the
ultimate destruction of organized
labor."
Too many people have forgotten,
the editorial writer noted,"Since the
bloody days when organized labor
finally overcame monopolistic business labor practices. Too few in this
modern age can recall the riots
where workers—asking no more
than a living wage and reasonable
working conditions — were coldbloodedly shot and beaten by the
police."
The right-to-work group merely
wants to return to the "good old
days" which, the editorial noted,

merely meant "when industry management could exploit labor to the
fullest extent, to the ultimate point
where they can again reap that old
American commodity called excess
profits . . ."
"Organized labor in the United
States has been more responsible for
our present day high standard of
living than any other single movement. We are proud of this achievement—so proud that we cannot for
one moment entertain the thought
that we should revert to what was
before."
Pointing out that the National
Right-to-Work Committee, the NAM
and others are trying to create the
public impression that labor unionism is merely a plot leading towards
socialism, leading toward communism, ("which is the typical Birchite
view") the editorial concluded:
"This is the age old red herring
technique all over again. And it
won't work. It didn't work for McCarthy, it didn't work for Nixon—
and it won't work in this situation
either."
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WE HAD SOME COMMENTS of our
own, but hastily set them aside in
favor of a more potent comment
made by Secretary General U Thant
of the United Nations at Johns Hopkins on December 2.
As reported by I. F. Stone's Weekly:
"The West does not seem to appreciate the full significance of this
obvious change of political climate
in the Soviet Union (from Stalin to
Khrushchev). Throughout the fifties
most Western leaders saw the world
as a battlefield between two antagonistic systems, militantly expressing the principles of good and evil.
Hence compromise was betrayal. ...
This view of the world purely in
terms of black and white was, in
essence, the Western response to
Stalinism. However, This attitude
persisted even when the character
of Soviet challenge was already
changing. . . .
"The United States is the one society in which the philosophy of
material progress is a spectacular
success. Democracy is not inhibited,
as it is in Europe, by either the
threat of social upheaval from below
or the memory of a conservative
past. But . . . political and social
changes elsewhere worry most
Americans. The revolt of the colonial
people, who are in fact the ultimate
heirs of 1776 . . . seems to be frightening and incomprehensible to the
descendants of those who started it
all at Lexington and Concord. ...
"The attempt to pin the blame on
scapegoats and subversives may
have been emotionally comforting,
but it has probably weakened the
confidence of the American people.
Nor is more and bigger defense
spending the answer. . . . The real
challenge to the United States is
how to promote this trend towards
a better future for all humanity ...
to ease the contrast between its own
abundance and the poverty of mankind elsewhere.
"Let me cite one glaring instance.
In Asia, Africa and Latin America,
the living standards have largely remained stationary, or have even declined. Throughout the last decade,
the fall in the price of raw materials, while priming the affluent societies of the West, has not only
cancelled out the sum total of Western aid, but in many cases has led
to an absolute drop in national income. One great lesson of this phenomena is that the world will not
live in harmony so long as twothirds of its inhabitants find difficulty in living at all."

AlaskaILWU Gets
New Pension Gains
New pension benefits will be
instituted in Alaska beginning
January 1, 1963, the ILWU-Alaska
pension trustees announced this
week. Benefits are in accordance
with the All Alaska Longshore
Contract of June 16, 1962 which
provides for the same pension
benefits in Alaska as on the Coast.
Pro Rata pensions will now be
available for eligible men age 65
or older with at least 13, qualifying years of service in Alaska out
of the last 16 years. Pro Rata Disability Pensions will also be available for men under age 65 with
at least 13 qualifying years out
of the last 16 years al26.- are permanently and totally disabled and
not entitled to Workmen's-Compensation.
Information on other eligibility
requirements and. the., forms
needed to make applications were
mailed to the Alaska Locals this
wee-k.
r
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Teenagers Desperate

US Records
New Jump
In Jobless
(From The Dispatcher's Washington Office)

Here stands Peter Bolotoff of Local 10, next to the newest modern
machinery for high-speed discharge of copra. This was his last day
on the job as he retired at 62 years of age under the 1LWU-PMA contract, after 27 years on the waterfront, with 17 years
spent working copra primarily. On the same day Bolotoff retired it was announced that the ship on which he was working
—the Liberian freighter Kavodoro unloaded the largest single load of the dried cocoanut ever discharged in the Port of
San Francisco-10,100 tons! (Picture by Otto Hagel.)

Record Load on the Las Day

Geologist Says US Latin Aid Bypasses The People
STANFORD — An outstanding
Stanford University geologist, William J. Kemnitzer, recently chopped
the Alliance for Progress apart as
being "practically unworkable."
Kemnitzer, who lectures at the Institute of Hispanic American Studies
here, made his remarks in a recent
talk at Elmhurst College, Illinois.
The Alliance for Progress does not
reach down to the people who are

most concerned, he said, including

"If we must spend the taxpayers'

labor and peasant leaders and stu-

money, let us spend it where the results of that spending will get at

dents in South America.
The Alliance is "so diversified in
its aims, nebulous in its structure
and bureaucratic in its organization
that it is practically unworkable,"
he said. In addition it is so "disunifled, complex, cumbersome and misdirected that the objectives sought
have not been obtained."

the roots of our trouble," he stated.
Instead, what happens, is that the
aid money is being spent for such
things as refinancing purchases, balancing payments, supporting national budgets, reconstructing, providing industrial credits and
financing for capital goods.

'When the Bomb Drops, Daddy
by RALPH J. GLEASON*
HEN THE bomb drops, Daddy, will you come
for me or will you make me stay at school?"
Tears welled up in Bridget's green, 12-year-old
eyes and she tried so very hard not to look afraid.
"But Daddy, tell me now. I want to know. They
read us a bulletin in class and told us what to do
when the bomb comes and we're at lunch or in class.
And I want to know if you will come for me or will
you leave me in school. I don't want to stay in
school," she added gravely.
As I looked at her I thought, what have we done,
what have we done? To poison the air and the sea
and the milk and the food is bad enough, but to
poison the minds of the children! Surely this cannot
be right.
"The only reason we can't go out and home on
the other signals," Bridget said, "is because there
wouldn't be time. Come for me, Daddy, if there's
time. I'm sure they'd like to get rid of all the kids
if they can. There're so many."
What can you say? What can you tell them? Yes,
baby, I'll come for you. Yes, I will. If there's time.

"W

E BRING them into this world and they know
nothing of politics and war and cannot dream
of power plays and nuclear fission. And we teach
them. We actually teach this to them.
"Daddy, will there be a war? Will there?"
What can we be thinking of? What can have
been in our minds to push us so far from reality that
these questions can be asked at all. And once asked,
are not only unanswerable but cannot really be
thought about. Because to think about them hard
and seriously is to snap completely.
"Daddy, does .Khrushchev want war?"
How can he, or anyone who has ever looked into
12-year-old eyes that questioned life or death?

W
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WE, I WONDER, know the enormity of our
crime? Do the scientists and the politicians and
°
the statesmen and the generals know what they—
and we who let them—have done?
For when I sit there looking into those green,
12-year-old eyes trying so hard to be brave and not
to admit their fear, when I look into those eyes, I
know what we have all done.
And it is a greater crime by far than making
war or threats or lusting after property and land
and power.
We have done an evil thing, we adults, a thing
so evil it is almost beyond weighing.
We have taken from the children their security,
their peace and their trust.
"Will you come for me or will you make me stay
at school, Daddy, when the bomb comes?"
We have made a world in which this question
can be asked in solemn seriousness by that most
serious and solemn human of them all—a child.

D

E HAVE DONE this and yet We talk of politics
and ideology and demonstrations and meetings and issue statements. And make threats.
And in the classroom, the children learn to hide
beneath the desks from the unknown terror and in
their minds the snake of fear twists and wriggles
and they ask the questions we cannot answer.
• All we can say is, once,again we are here and
we are thankful for it. Let us give thanks again. It
has not been a good year, but now it's a good year
when it is a year we survive. Our standards have
changed. We've survived this one. May we survive'
the rest and never, never have to give the final answers to the terrible questions in those bright green,
12-year-old eyes.

W

*Reprinted by permission of the San Francisco
Chronicle. Ralph J. Gleason is the paper's very popular jazz critic and columnist.

WASHINGTON D.C.—The government's officially computed jobless
rate showed a turn for the worse in
November, returning to the year's
high of 5.8 percent.
The upward climb over October's
5.5 percent rate confronted the nation with its sixth straight year of
5 percent or higher unemployment.
In the preceding 60 months since
late in 1957, the unemployment rate
as recorded by the :Bureau of Labor
Statistics dipped below the 5 percent level only in February 1960.
NEED SHORTER WEEK
• Commenting on the darkening unemployment situation, AFL-CIO
President George Meany said the
November report makes a drive for
a shorter week "even more imperative."
"It is because of America's continued failure to solve its unemployment problems that the AFL-CIO is
pushing for a 35-hour week," Meany
declared.
Dr. Seymour Wolfbein, Labor Department manpower expert, had this
to say of his agency's latest employment summary:
"What this shows is that while
employment is remaining relatively
high, you are not witnessing any impact on the unemployment side."
HALF MILLION UP
The November summary report
revealed that unemployment, which
normally increases by about 350,000
during this season of the year,
moved higher by 500,000 to an estimated total of 3.8 million.
The Labor Department noted that
the rise in joblessness reflected

sharp upswing in the number of
male teenagers without work experience who are looking fruitlessly
for their first jobs.
From October's total of 600,000, the
teenage jobless group rose by 150,000 to aggregate 750,000. Their rate
of unemployed jumped to 15.2 percent from the previous month's 13.3
percent.
Reporting on employment, the November summary said normal seasonal reduction in outdoor activities
accounted mainly for pushing the
total number employed down to 68
million, a drop of 900,000.
LONG-TERM
The long-term unemployed—those
out of jobs 15 weeks or more —
showed no change from October, remaining at 900,000. Some 400,000 in
this category have been without
work for six months or longer.
Growth in the labor force continued to lag behind expectations, recording an increase of about 600,000
over November 1961. The labor force
should expand by around 1.3 million
each year as the nation's young people come of age.

Local 9 Wins•
3-Year Wage
Pacts in '62
SEATTLE—ILWIJ Local 9 warehouse agreements negotiated with a
number of firms here during the
1
y9
e6
a2
r
a 49 cent hourly increase over a three Year period—
-64
The first year increase, June 15,
1962—June 15, 1963 amounted to 20
cents. The following two years are
split 141
/
2 cents per year until June
15, 1964.
The same increases apply to both
watchmen and utility men who have
agreements with steamship lines
and ship terminals here.
Secretary Glen C. Bierhaus reported that pension negotiations are
not yet completed.
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By ROBERT ROHATCH, Local 10, chairman; EVERETT EDE, Local 8, and THOMAS TRASK, Local 142, secretary.
The following is a slight condensation of
full reports by the ILWU overseas delegation that travelled to New Zealand and Australia. The three delegates from San Francisco, Portland and Honolulu found a warm
welcome in both lands "Down Under" and
were especially impressed with the desire of
waterside workers wherever they went to
hear details about the West Coast Mechanization and Modernization Agreement, and to
discuss the possibility of exchanging visits in
the future, so that their people could visit
the docks where ILWU men work.

NEW ZEALAND
HE DELEGATION arrived in Auckland, New
Zealand via Hawaii and Fiji on October 18,
1962. New Zealand, to the surprise of the delegation, is larger than England, with more than a
1000 miles of coast line divided among two major
islands called North Island and South Island.
While the two major islands are only 57 miles
apart, we saw no snow on the North Island while
the mountains of the South Island are covered
with snow all year around. The capital city of
the country is Wellington, situated on the North
Island with a population of approximately 300,000. The country of the North Island is made up
of beautiful rolling hills and lakes, with different varieties of trout in these lakes that average
out to fourteen pounds. Hunting is plentiful with
deer season open all year round. The major export of the country is wool.
New Zealand is not off the coast of Australia, but 1200 miles to the southwest. There
are approximately 2 million people there who
enjoy the socialized benefits of this country.
Free medicare, dental plans, old age homes, and
pensions are some of the benefits they enjoy
under law. Unemployment is practically nonexistent. Only those who are retired or physically handicapped are not working. The average New Zealander is very friendly, always with
a smile for the visitors. By American standards,
the dress of the New Zealander is on the conservative side, with dark colors predominating.
Water is something you use to take a bath with,
not drink, as the New Zealander likes his beer.
In fact, they told us they had the highest consumption of the world last year, beating out
Australia with an average of 25 gallons per person. Here is a price list that should be of interest to the membership.
$61.42
.09
Man's suit
Bread (2#)
13.20
.12
Man's shoes
Milk (qt.)
8.20
.28
Boy's shoes
Butter (lb.)
Radio
.29
55.75
Cheese (lb.)
Haircut
.50
.40
Beef (roast)

T

Most Unions Belong
To Federation of Labor
ITH THE exception of a few independents,
the unions of New Zealand are affiliated
with the New Zealand Federation of Labor, counterpart of the AFL-CIO of the US, and organized in the same general structure. There are
approximately 250,000 members in the Federation. Of this number, 7,000 are Waterside Workers (longshore) in both North and South Islands.
Jurisdictional lines are drawn up in the government awards to the registered unions of the
Federation of Labor. Although some jurisdictional disputes do arise, it is a policy of the
Federation that they be kept in the family and
be resolved by the executives of the Federation.
Until 1962, compulsory unionism was the law
of the land. In 1962, the National Government
rewrote the law, and unions were then forced to
write in a union shop clause in all of their contracts. Anyone now employed must join the union that holds the bargaining rights in the industry in which he works.

W

Compulsory Arbitration
Is the Law of the Land
IN THE AREA of collective bargaining, the big
differene between New Zealand and the United states is compulsory arbitration. Initially, both
union and employer are left alone to hammer
out a contract. If issues cannot be resolved, they
must, under law, be arbitrated. This, we feel,
takes away the strength of the union. However,
the New Zealand unions tell us that were it not
for arbitration, new legislation would be introduced to smash the union that may be out on
strike. The delegation felt the blame for this
was partly on the conservative outlook of the
National Federation of Labor and its leaders.

The Lands "Down Under"
Although it is against the law to strike, some
strikes and work stoppages are conducted.
Grievance procedures are set up in the negotiated contracts throughout New Zealand. As an
example, let's take the waterside workers' contract. If a "beef" comes up, the steward, or as
they call them "delegates" take the initial step
with the job foreman. If the delegate is not successful, the business agent or "walking delegate" is called to pitch in with the arguments
for or against whichever the case may be. If the
beef is still not resolved, it is taken to the port
conciliation commission. This body is comprised
of three union-appointed men, three employerappointed people, and one supposedly disinterested party appointed by the government. This
conciliation commission meets every two weeks
where grievances are brought up and argued out.
If either union or employer is dissatisfied with
the ruling, they can appeal to a tribunal, composed of one judge and two associates appointed
by the government. Whatever the ruling may
be from this tribunal, it is final and binding to
all concerned.

Unions Are Active
In Political, Civic Life

PARTICIPATION

in government by the unions,
both civic and national, is on a large scale.
In this area, they seem to be out in front of us,
as evidenced by the large amount of legislation
for social benefits. If it were not for the Labor
Party with the support of the unions, this would
never have been. Laws which have been on the
books for years, continue to work because of the
watchful eye of the unions here.
Although we have not come across any organized women's groups, it is evident from discussions we have had with different families that
the wives and children are well versed in the
labor movement and its programs.In the colleges
and universities, classes are given on labor and
its beliefs. Many labor officials conduct adult
seminars at night. Participation in panel discussions by union officers are common. Sports
programs play a large part in the unions.
The New Zealander enjoys some of the best
social benefits in the world. Under the Social
Security Act, a worker pays 21 cents out of every
$2.80 earned. With this money, the government
provides medical and dental care, hospitalization,
free ambulance service, and old age homes for
the people. Housing projects have sprung up under the Labor Party, which provides housing for
low income level earners at a nominal fee. For
each child born, the mother is given $2.10 a week
for a period of 16 years to help defray the cost
of raising the child. Under law, every worker
with one year of service is entitled to nine paid

holidays and two weeks vacation. In some industries, agreements have been worked out when
vacations and holidays exceed the minimum.

Mechanization Starting
To Move on Waterfront
ECHANIZATION is beginning to move in oi
the waterfront. Cranes and forklifts ar(
used extensively, but the union officials tell u,
they have not affected the gang size yet. Suga
and concrete are highly mechanized. Everythim
is handled in bulk form, with ships built just fo
this purpose. They pointed out a sugar loadini
center where a few years ago, 130 men one
worked. Today, five men from the sugar indus
try operate the whole show of loading and un
loading these ships.
But from what we have observed, in genera:
loading and unloading of cargo, the constructioi
of buildings and the assembly of cars, are prett:
much behind the automated methods you woulc
see in America. This delegation, however, ha
urged workers, particularly those on une water
front to start now, in finding ways to be sur
the worker gets his share from the use of ma
chines.
At all stop work meetings and council meet
ings we attended, the mechanization fund of th
ILWU was explained in detail to see if we coull
give them some idea for the future.
The role of women in both unions and civi
life has been on the upswing. We noticed a lo
of women on an automobile plant assembly lin€
and were told that they receive men's wages fo
comparable work. However, in New Zealand a
a whole, women's pay runs from 75 percent t
90 percent of the men's pay.
The average wage of the New Zealand worke
runs in the neighborhood of $36 a week, whicl
is rather low even for New Zealand. The water
side worker, because of the strength of his un
ion, enjoys a higher rate, running around $5
a week.

M

NZ Dockers Interested
in Exchange of Delegations
I N TALKS WITH the officials of the trade un
ions, it was felt that the exchange of delega
tions would be a tremendous boost to the unio•
movement of New Zealand. They expressed kee:
interest as to how we financed the trips, to se
if they could not do the same. Wherever we wen
and whoever we met the people asked questions
they wanted to know the American people bet
ter—what we thought, what we did, and how wl
acted. They were also interested in obtaininf
publications that we put out periodically.
(Continued on Page 6)
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The ILWU was praised as the only union to
send out rank and file delegations to meet rank
and file people in other countries. Unfortunately,
the Federation of Labor frowns on delegations
from New Zealand going to China, Russia, and
other countries behind the iron curtain.
The most impressive thing we saw on our tour
of both Auckland and Wellington wharfs were the
establishments of amenity buildings by the union.
Here we saw lockers, shower and toilet facilities
of very modern structure. Cafeteria services are
set up to serve hot meals for the wharfies. We
were told of a long, hard struggle with the government to get these buildings. Today, the wharfie
can come to work in clean clothes, change to working clothes, have a hot lunch, shower and shave
after work, and leave the wharf looking like a five
o'clock banker. This is a great tribute to the Waterside Workers Union and its officers.
The basic wage of the wharfie is $1 per hour.
There is also an equity payment of about 5 cents
per hour in consideration of the union agreeing
to modify clauses-restricting efficiency in the industry. The money is paid provided there is no
work stoppage, or failure by the union to comply
with the terms of the agreement. They also have
an incentive plan whereby a normal tonnage production level is set and the men receive a bonus
for any work above the norm. This amounts to
about 33 cents to bring the basic scale with all
the extras up to $1.38 per hour.
Under law, the work week is set at 40 hours. In
the waterside workers contract, a shift runs from
8 a.m. to 12 noon and from 1 to 5 p.m. If a ship is
sailing, the men may be required to work up until 9 p.m. But all hours after 5 p.m. are at the
overtime rate (1½).
Work that is required on Saturday is handled
a little differently. The normal hours for Saturday
are from 8 a.m. to 12 noon. The first three hours
at the straight time rate and the last hour at double time. No work is performed on Saturday afternoons or on Sundays, unless it is a passenger ship.
Then only baggage and passenger autos are handled.
The waterside worker, under his contract, has
ten paid holidays, one more than the minimum
required by law. All work performed on holidays
is on a voluntary basis, paid for at the double time
rate plus 21 cents an hour extra. Rest periods are
called "smokos" by the wharfie. Duration is for 15
minutes to be taken between the hours of 9:30
a.m. and 10:30 a.m., and between 2:30 p.m. and
3:30 p.m. as a ship unit.
On the New Zealand waterfront, every man who
is available at hiring time and does not receive
work for the day is paid two hours. There are two
classes of workers. One is called an A grade worker who can perform all classes of work, and the
other is a B worker, who holds only one classification. Transfers from one job to another are allowed here. The hiring halls are under the control
of the government, and the Harbor Board is responsible for the handling of all hires. Requests
come in for "gangs" and it is the job of the Harbor Board to dispatch the men out on the equalization of earnings basis.

Social Benefits Are
Enjoyed by Everyone
HE SOCIAL benefits enjoyed by everyone here
in beautiful New Zealand is the standout feature of the country. We noticed well kept parks
and recreation areas for the people. Boating and
horse racing seemed to be the rage of the New
Zealanders. We were very impressed with the
"equal rights" provision of the law to cover the
native Maori. Four members of Parliament are of
Maori extraction, and it might do some of our own
senators from the southern states some good to
see how well they got along.
The prices of food and drink are very low, but
we were surprised to see the high prices asked for
a suit of clothes. The average house sells for about
$8,000.
The city of Auckland is very well kept. Clean
streets and buildings are evident everywhere. But
unlike the sanitation we observed, safety was lax.
We stopped one day in town to watch a construction job going on, and saw some severe infractions
of our own safety rules and regulations. The men
on this job seemed to be working at a very fast
pace, a lot faster than you would see in America.
The equipment being used, we felt, was not up to
modern standards.
Someone told us before we left that we would
find New Zealanders slow and easy. We soon found
this to be contrary as everyone seemed to be in a
rush to go nowhere. Courtesy among people driving cars is unheard of, and it was the general
feeling among the delegation that it was open
season on pedestrians. The women dress according to American standards, with the Jackie Kennedy look a big thing with the teenagers. Juvenile
delinquency is practically nil here in New Zealand.
We would like to thank Mr. Thomas Skinner,
Jr. without whose help we would never have been
able to see the sights of New Zealand and meet the
people we did. He is the Assistant Secretary of the
Storeman's, Packer's, and Warehousemen's Union.
Also in Auckland, we met perhaps the greatest
trade unionist of them all throughout our whole
overseas trip, Mr. Edward Isbey, president of the
Auckland Waterside Workers Union. Eddie, we
might point out here, although president of the
union, is a working man as well. When not on
union leave, you will find him in the hold of a
ship where he says he belongs—with the men.
This man has a tremendous knowledge of trade
unions and its programs. His one aim in life is to
see the working man rise to the level where they
belong. He has a dynamic personality with probably the greatest smile you'll see on any man.
Eddie is not a native New Zealander, as he comes
from London, England, but his whole life now is
to raise the standards of the New Zealand worker.
It was through Eddie we were able to get an unbiased look into the labor movement of New Zealand. This is the man certain factions in New
Zealand tried to get rid of by "red baiting" tactics.
What a loss it would have been to the New Zealand labor movement if they had been successful.
But thanks to the fine support of the ranks, he's
still on the scene where we hope he will be for a
long time.
Maybe the best way to describe Eddie is to say
this. What Harry Bridges is to the West Coast and
Hawaii, Eddie Isbey is to the New Zealand waterside worker.

T

AUSTRALIA
WELVE HUNDRED miles from Wellington, New
I Zealand, across the Tasman Sea, we arrived
over Sydney, Australia on the night of October 28,
1962. It was a beautiful sight of a city of over two
million people spread out like Los Angeles. We had
a perfect view of the world famous Sydney Bridge
which spans the harbor of Sydney and is commonly referred to by the Aussies as the "Coat
Hanger." Australia is a continent 2600 miles from
east to west. Years ago, Australia was used by the
English as a penal colony, with many of the old
prison sites still standing. In Australia's labor history, credit is given to these old prisoners for starting the first form of unionism in the country. The
aborigine of Australia, we are sorry to say, leads
a pretty rough life. The color line is played up in
this country, but the unions are trying their best
to break it. Most of the central part of Australia
where the aborigine lives is waste land.
The government has a project going now which
started in 1949 and won't be finished until 1975,
whereby they hope to divert the rivers which now
flow out to sea, back into the central section of
the country for irrigation purposes. If this is successful, Australia will finally be able to make use
of its 80 percent waste land. The capital of this
huge country is Canberra. Although small in size
as compared to Sydney or Melbourne, it is the
nerve center of all Australia. Here sits the Prime
Minister, Mr. Robert Menzies, in all his regal splendor.

T
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Unsafe handling

The Australians have developed a type of football game all their own, and it is common to have
crowds up to 90,000 people attending a game.
Cricket and horse racing are other big sporting
events here. The beaches along the coastline are
beautiful, but dangerous, as there is the constant
menace of sharks. Up on the mountain sides, beautiful fern trees, like we have in Hawaii, only larger,
line the winding roads through these mountains.
Magnificent trees and flowers, native to Australia,
are everywhere.
The Australian people are warm and friendly,
besides being great beer drinkers like neighbor
New Zealanders. In Sydney and Melbourne, crowds
of people are shopping for goods which are generally imported. Clothing we found to be rather
high as compared to prices you would pay in
America. Food and drink are inexpensive. A steak
dinner with all the trimmings would run about
$1.50. The Aussie likes fried food, and some of them
told us if they ever took the frying pan away from
them, they would starve.

Waterside Union Hopes
For Industrial Organization
USTRALIAN unions for the most part are affiliated with the ACTU (Australian Council
of Trade Unions), founded in 1916, and now with
2 million members. The Waterside Union, who we
were closely associated with on our trip are members of the ACTU. Each branch city has its own
Council, made up of all the unions affiliated with

A

Twenty tons a grab
the ACTU in the area, where policies are drawn
up and acted upon. It is the aim of the watersiders for industrial unionism, and not craft unions as the ACTU is now organized.
Jurisdictional disputes do arise from time to
time primarily between the Watersiders and the
Drivers Union over who should drive the cranes
on the waterfront. Right now, the job is done by
members of the Drivers Union and not the Watersiders. But in all cases, disputes are settled by
the unions involved. It is a policy of the Trades
Council not to have work stoppages over jurisdictional disputes.

Dockers Deeply Resent
Compulsory Arbitration

NION SHOP clauses prevail. One must join the
union holding bargaining rights where employed. Collective bargaining rights are very limited. Unions can bargain, but most always the
employer will insist upon arbitration. Unions follow the compulsory arbitration policy set up by
the government, and we read articles in the daily
papers, where the ACTU strongly reprimands its
affiliated unions for strike action against this arbitration act. Here, as in New Zealand's Federation of Labor, the delegation felt the conservative
right wing approach of the National Officials of
the ACTU was hurting the labor movement. Everyone here will tell you that the union has the right
to strike, but if a union calls a strike, they are
fined by the courts. The Waterside Workers Union has been fined thousand upon thousands of
dollars for work stoppages against the iron hand
of the government.
Grievance procedures differ from those in the
United States because of compulsory arbitration.
Delegates (stewards) or Vigilant Officers (Business Agent) do take up on-the-job disputes, but
invariably employers will refer the "beef" to what
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is called here, the Board of Reference in each port.
This board is composed of one employer representative and one union appointed man, chaired
by a local authority appointed by the government.
Decisions from this board can be appealed to the
judge of the arbitration court, one man appointed
by the government whose decision is final.
The basic wage of each State is approximately
$32.62 a week. It must be remembered that this is
the base rate, skilled labor enjoys higher wages,
depending on the trade. But all in all, no matter
what trade or industry, wages are far below American standards. A Vigilant Officer of the Waterside Union (business agent), earns approximately
$60 a week with the use of a car.
Activities of unions here are pretty much the
same the world over. The constant struggle of the
union with the big money boys to keep their heads
above water goes on every day. Political views and
ideas are very much in evidence in the unions of
Australia. Political party participation is heavy,
but no matter what your beliefs, you have the
right to stand up in any union meeting and voice
your opinion, or the opinion of the political party
to which you belong.
Peace marches and rallies are supported by
the unions. Women's auxiliaries are formed in
every branch of the country, and they are very
active. Clubs and recreation centers are formed in
some branches of the unions. We had a chance to
visit one of these center in Newcastle. What a
tribute to the unions this is. Dances,games, drinks,
bowling and the like are available to the members
of the Newcastle unions. All this is operated, we
might add, on a non-profit basis.

Social Benefits Far
Fewer Than New Zealand
NLIKE THE New Zealanders, the Australians
do not have any social benefits to speak of.
There are certain free medicines and drugs provided. However, a prescription from a doctor is
needed. Most medical plans are contributory
though voluntary in Australia. Old age homes
are run by the government and are free. Two weeks
vacation is compulsory under law.
The government has a housing plan with 20,000
flats and cottages. Rent is based on the time the
construction was put up, and are not changed.
The people do have the option to buy, at the original cost, and part of the rent already paid may
be used as a down payment.
The government of Australia is now controlled
by the Tories. And as is to be expected, unions are
constantly plagued with fines and unjust arbitration awards that harass and confuse the membership no end. Here is an example of what the
unions go through. In Melbourne, we were told
that the government-appointed chairman of the
port Board of Reference also holds the dual job
of arbitrator for the port. You can readily see he
is not going to reverse a decision, he himself voted
on, as chairman of the Board of Reference. He
would look rather silly changing his decision simply because he "changed hats."
Mechanization as we in America know it, is
far behind. Construction methods, notably the use
of old scaffolds, the old streetcars in some of the
cities, restaurants, and means of hauling goods
across town, are some of the areas we thought
were very antiquated. On the waterfront, however,
mechanization is moving in. Cranes and forklifts
are used on a heavy scale in most parts. Grain and
sugar are handled in bulk form. Giant cranes taking 20 tons a bite are used to unload coal from
the hold of ships. Here as we did in New Zealand,
we explained the benefits of the ILWU mechanization fund to the people. In Newcastle, Bob Rohatch spent five minutes on television explaining
the fund to a viewing audience of 65,000 people.
The women of the trade unionists are very active. Auxiliaries are formed in all the larger locals.
Stop work meetings are participated by women
as well as peace marches and rallies. They also
hold a National Conferenec for Women to discuss
policies for the future. One of.the most progressive groups in all Australia is the "Australian
Housewives Organization." Outside of the Teachers' Federation members, who receive the full rate,
women on the job are paid 75 to 90 percent of
men's pay.
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ILWU Praised; Aussies
Want Delegate Exchange
orHE UNIONS here are very much in favor of an
international trade of delegates. All unions gave
the ILWU tremendous praise for leading the show
in this field. The big stumbling block for the Aussie
unions is finances. When told how we raised the
money, they were surprised to find out how educated our members are to vote for this overseas
program. While not able to send delegates over at
the moment, they would like to be on the mailing
list of all ILWU periodicals. What the ILWU says
or does is of great interest to them.

"Amenities"—showers and lunchroom
In Sydney, we met the Federal officers of the
Waterside Workers Union. President of the organization is Mr. Jack Bitz; secretary of the organization is Mr. Charles Fitzgibbons. Both of the men,
along with the assistant secretary, Mr. Ted Roach,
and its national organizer, Mr. Maurice Wallington, were very helpful in giving us an inside look
of the organization and its structure.
The port of Sydney is a gear port as compared
to the use of cranes in other ports of Australia.
The membership number approximately 5,000, who
are hired from two pickup centers (hiring halls)
run by the Stevedore Industries Commission of
the government. A gang system is used, and the
men rotate positions in the gang by the day, week,
or month, whichever the gang chooses. Mr. Thomas
Nelson, secretary of the Sydney local, pointed out
the amenity buildings around the port, put up to
house locker and shower facilities for the men on
the job, the structure of which was quite modern.
The port of Sydney though very busy does not
have too modern loading or unloading methods, or
sheds in which to store the cargo.
A waterside worker here must be available 360
days a year in order to gain five days sick leave.
If he is not available, his time is deducted from
his long service leave of 13 weeks after 20 years
of service. The waterside worker has a vacation
of two weeks and 10 paid holidays under his contract. The holidays, we would like to point out, are
paid for at the rate of six hours straight time for
each day. For each day a worker is available but
not called for work, he receives $2.70 appearance
money. Work is done in the rain, provided ample
protective clothing is supplied the workers by the
employer.
One of the biggest steel ports of Australia is
Port Kembla about 50 miles from Sydney. Here
we were taken on a tour of the port by Mr. Maurice
Wallington, the federal organizer, and Mr. George
Murray, the vigilant officer of the port. There
were six ships working that day, either unloading
coal for the steel mill or loading steel plates for
parts of Australia and the rest of the world.
Safety in this port was very lax. Hatch covers
were piled haphazardly alongside the holds of
ship. We noticed a lot of loose lumber lying around,
that no one ever thought of picking up. Rope and
wire cable around the area was there for anyone
to trip over. The tide here rises and falls rapidly,
making the working of a ship extra hazardous.
At night, we attended a Trades Council meeting of all the unions of the area. All three delegates gave talks on one phase of the ILWU and
its beliefs, all of which was well received by the
Council members.

TV Audience Hears
About West Coast M&M
Newcastle, a little over a hundred miles to the
north of Sydney, is not very big, but it was here
that Bob Rohatch had a chance to go on television
and explain to a viewing audience of 65,000 the
mechanization fund of the West Coast. Here as
in Kembla,safety was not practiced. On the morning we arrived, a wharfie had his foot run over
by a truck that had no business being on the
apron of the wharf. The Newcastle Trades Hall
Workers Club is the big thing in Newcastle, and all
trade union people are proud of its functions and
non-profit status. Mechanization is non-existent
in this port now, although we were taken on a tour
of a wharf under construction, which will use
cranes extensively. After a wild auto ride back to
Sydney, we were ready to pack for our seven-day
stay in Melbourne.
Melbourne, one and a half hours plane ride
from Sydney, is the capitol of the State of
Victoria, with a population crowding two million.
The port of Melbourne is on the Yarra River, five
miles inland from the open sea. One hundred ships

can be docked in the port, and there were never
less than 30 ships in the harbor all the time we
were there.
There are 4300 members in the local, who enjoy
some of the best conditions we have seen in Australia. The port is highly mechanized with cranes
everywhere. We saw the largest hiring center run
by the government. Workers are dispatched from
the center, or they can listen to the radio, or read
in the paper the night before, as to where they will
be working and at what time.
Prior to 1954, there were no such conditions.
A complete new set of officers were voted, in at
that time, and ever since a steady stream of improvements have taken place. There seemed to be
a better brand of brotherhood in Melbourne, than
in any other port we visited. Two of the Vigilant
Officers of the port, Mr. Ted Bull and Mr. Charles
Rourke, took us around the wharfs and aboard
ships to talk to people and observe operations. One
of the executives of the Waterside Workers Union,
Mr. Frank Vincens, was very helpful in giving us
the history of the labor movement of Melbourne.
We also attended a meeting of the Trades Council
of Melbourne with a representation of 250,000
workers. Many congratulatory remarks were made
to the ILWU for its progressive approach to world
problems.
Melbourne is where we also met members of
Harry Bridges' family. A sister, Mrs. Moffett and
a nephew, John Moffett who had us over to their
home for a very enjoyable evening.

Aussie Dockers Are Most
Militant of All Unions
HILE AUSTRALIA is considered to be advanced as far as trade unions are concerned,
this delegation found a number of flaws in their
setup. One of the most notable is the lack of support from the National Office of the ACTU. They
seem to be too far away from the every day problems of their affiliated unions. Too much is taken
for granted, or too much is given to the theory,
"let the problem lay awhile, and it will work itself
out." The ILWU found out years ago that you
cannot buy this kind of thinking. Too much interference by government which the ACTU seems
to support, saps the strength of the unions of
Australia. Compulsory arbitration leaves the unions very little room in which to bargain. The
government, bringing in more and more immigrant
labor, is not helping the unemployment problem
of the country.
Ships subsidized by the government are now
going up to Asian countries to recruit seamen at
below Australian standards, while the Aussie seamen are on the beach without a job. The unions
are constantly on the watch for vicious anti-labor
bills being pushed through Parliament by the Menzies government. Contrary to what is played up
in the American papers, Prime Minister Menzies
is not as popular as is led to believe, holding office by a majority of one vote in Parliament.
The Waterside Workers Union, one of the most
militant in the country, is said to be Communist
led. But this is also contrary, as the General Sect
retary, who is a Labor Party member defeated his
opponent, an active member of the Communist
Party by a wide margin. The executive body of the
port of Melbourne is made up of 12 people. Nine of
which are loyal Labor Party members, two from
the Communist Party, and one member from the
Democratic Labor Party. All of which goes to prove
the watersiders are not communist dominated.
Rank and file control still prevails. Some of the
best people we met are communists, but it does not
take away the fact that they are good union people
as well. If a man is elected, it means he must be
doing a good job for the ranks regardless of his
political views. And when he stops working for the
ranks, the Australian wharfie will vote him out.
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BC Dock Talks
On Again After
Long Deadlock

Strongarm at
Struck LA Firm
Is Charged
LOS ANGELES — Warehousemen's
Union, Local 26, ILWU, protested
December 10 against threats of violence inspired by Western Devices,
Inc., and strike breakers employed
by the company.
In the statement addressed to
W. C. Strumpell, President of Western Devices, Inc., Hy Orkin, Union
President, charged that "our strikers and pickets have been repeatedly
threatened by your employees under
circumstances clearly indicating a
ncerted plan of action for which
we hold you responsible.
"Late at night on December 8,
1962, your employee, James Taylor,
came to the residence of Howard
Harris near midnight, attempted to
induce him to preak ranks, and
when Harris refused, threatened to
beat him with a length of chain.
"Approximately a week ago your
employee Warren Harrison, gun in
hand, threatened to blow the heads
off of strikers who were endeavoring
peaceably to convince him to support the strike. This reversion to
strong arm tactics will not be tolerated. We will take all steps reasonably necessary to protect our members and supporters and pursue all
legal remedies available."
CONDITIONS WORSENED
The strike was called on Wednesday, November 28th, and directed
against unfair labor practices committed by the company during the
many weeks of negotiations for a
new contract. The union charged
uhe company with efforts to worsen
the conditions of employment and
withdraw benefits already in effect
for the past year.
The principal disputes leading to
the strike involves the right of employees to retain seniority rights,
limitations on subcontracting, restrictions on company foremen performing union work, and company
demands to reduce certain wage
rates.

(Continued from Page 1)
tiations in order to make it unnecessary to proceed any farther with
conciliation machinery, and attempt
to make across-the-table bargaining
do the job.
7-DAY WAIT
The Minister of Labor is able to
enter into fact-finding procedures,
but seven days after any recomendation made the parties can strike
or lockout.
Intensive negotiations were entered into last Monday,December 10,
with the hope that both parties
could avoid any further action and
arrive at some agreement.
At the ILWU Canadian Area Negotiating Committee, this includes
Ray Smith, Stan Ball and Leo Labinsky. Craig Pritchett, the International ILWU representative is sitting
in.
The ILWU Canadian membership
has been assured that the International will extend all support in
these negotiations, or in any deShips cannot dock at the El Salva- velopments. At the recent Internador Port of Acajutla. They anchor' tional Executive Board meeting in
out at sea where cargo is taken to them on barges. Last year, a UN Survey Mis- Honolulu, November 13-14, a statesion went to El Salvador to study the possibility of technical assistance in port ment of policy pledged full union
demand of
traffic and development. Acajutla was selected by mission member Ricardo support for the Canadian
and modernization
tion
mechaniza
a
The
a
n
of
harbor.
modern
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the
for
suited
place
best
Ortiz as the
industry-wide bargainpicture, taken at the pier, shows bags of coffee being lowered on to a barge. contract, for
ing, for clearing up jurisdictional
problems and for tightened organizational activity.
HELP ASSURED
STOCKTON — ILWU Lon gshor e Waldo Molina, Ira Ellsworth, Phil
achievement of a mechthe
"With
Local 54 is joining with 13 other Badalamenti, Frank Ja w or s k i Jr.,
modernization conand
anization
of
l
members
organizations in the Port of Stock- and Jack Rousey—al
longshoremen
Canadian
the
tract,
ton to put over the fifth annual Local 54.
in the long
own
their
into
come
will
Maritime Christmas party for unParticipating as hosts, in addition
secure basic parity with
to
fight
to the ILWU and the Stockton Port their brothers on this side of the
derprivileged children.
This year's party will be held De- District, are a number of stevedoring border," the Board stated.
cember 20 in the Civic Auditorium, companies, terminal organizations,
In these crucial current negotiawith invitations sent to 1000 chil- elevators and shipping supply com- tions, the International pledged all
dren ranging in age from one to panies.
available staff help if necessary to
twelve years.
assistance in implementing the
give
The youngsters will receive toys, Labor Editor Named Dock Chairman
that arise out of developproblems
PORTLAND—James W. Goodsell,
candy, nuts and fruit, and a big
mechanization agreement,
a
ing
editor of the Oregon Labor Press,
free show—including Santa Claus.
pension or other type of funds.
Planners of the event include An- has been named 1963 chairman of
In its last statement, the Executhony R. Jardini, Deway Pasquini, the Commission of Public,Docks.
tive Board noted that the union "assures the Canadian membership full
and whole-hearted support of the
entire union support of the entire
International Union in whatever action they might deem necessary to
secure their demands."

Modern Harbor Planned

Local 54 Will Host 1000 Kids

West Coast
Registration
Freeze Lifted
(Continued from Page 1)
port, and in setting quotas for locals
and areas. The local areas themselves will be responsible for the
processing of new men and determine who is to move from B to A,
and who the new B men will be.
"The Coast Committee will only determine the number to be allocated,"
the letter to locals said.
The Coast Committee stated:
"It would be our objective to have
the agreed upon number of B men
moved up during the month of December. The addition to the B list
would take more time in most areas,
due to processing that is necessary
under the agreed upon procedures."
All ports were requested to meet
as quickly as possible with PMA in
Joint Labor Relations Committee in
the local areas and agree upon the
number of B men they want to move
from B to A status, and the number
of additional B men they believe
A soldier in Santiago, Chile fires his rifle directly into a crowd of workers they need.
and their children, during a strike. While conditions deteriorate in Chile
In addition, the distressed ports
for work and for food, the answer is increasingly to give them bullets were requested to notify the Coast
ask
and elsewhere in South America, and people
and military rule. As might be expected, the story that came with the original picture said these were "pro-communist" Labor Relations Committee immedithat
strikers, but the preliminary reports of ILWU overseas delegations tell of serious hunger and poverty and desperation. The ately of the number of men
on
last
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piled
to
since
winter
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have
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Chile
and
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Mexico,
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so that locals involved
the docks of Anafagasta, Chile, unused, often rotting, while people were close to starvation. Further reports on these thosebeports,
notified.
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Duarte, Valter
Renamed by
ILWU Local 6
SAN FRANCISCO — Charles
(Chile) Duarte was re-elected president of Warehouse Local 6 and
George Valter was re-named secretary-treasurer of the local that covers both sides of the bay.
Other members elected to office
for the 1963 term are listed below
by geographical divisions:
SAN FRANCISCO
Business agents: Curtis McClain,
Joe Muzio and Keith Eickman.
Billy Lufrano retains the post of
dispatcher.
The general executive board: Richard Lynden, Richard Moore, Joseph
Lynch, Tom Mason, Vince La Magra,
Guy Rook, Edgar King, Oscar Katz,
Carl B. Spitz and Terry Ray.
Board of trustees: Ace de Losada,
LeRoy King, Claude Macdonald.
District council: Richard Lynden,
Richard Moore, LeRoy King and
Frank Maxey.
International convention: Joseph
Lynch, Richard Lynden, Ace de Losada, LeRoy King, Claude Macdonald, Frank Maxey, Vince La Magra and Tom Mason.
OAKLAND—EAST BAY
Business agents: Paul Heide, Joe
Blasquez and Bill Burke.
Joe Gomes retains the post of dispatcher.
Board of Trustees: Ed Newman,
Lou Gonick and Evelyn Johnson.
General executive board: Raul C.
Rico, Charles Murray, Mike Pena,
Manuel Christy, Willie Morgan,
Frank Perron, Sylvester Daniels and
Durnise Ellis.
District council: Charles Murray,
Jim Nelson and Sylvester Daniels.
International convention: Ed Newman, Charles Murray, Evelyn Johnson, Sneed Reynolds and Durnice
Ellis.
PENINSULA DIVISION
Roland Corley, business agent; Arthur J. Newport, board of trustees;
Max Ruiz, district council delegate;
Juan R. Rivera, San Jose executive
board; Arthur J. Newport, San Jose
international convention delegate;
Unit offices: Pat Salinas, chairman; William Rauch, secretary; Joe
S. Ponce, sergeant-at-arms; Juan R.
Rivera, Redwood City executive
board; Juan R. Rivera, Redwood City
international convention delegate;
Manuel Ramirez, chairman; Edward
Becks, secretary; Theodore Spiller,
segeant-at-arms.
CROCKETT—NORTH BAY
August Hemenez, business agent;
Dick Boyer, board of trustees; Paul
Jacques, district council delegate;
Braulio Sierras, general executive
board (C & H); James Harris, Port
Costa; Dick Boyer, Crockett international convention delegate;
Unit offices: Clarence Rose, chairman; George F. McGrath, secretary;
Joe Angotti, Jr., sergeant-at-arms.
R. W. Ladendorff, Antioch executive board; Floyd Hilton, Antioch
international convention delegate.
Unit offices: Don Wright, chairman; Floyd Hilton, secretary; Edward K. Redfield, sergeant-at-arms.

ELECTION NOTICES
Local 171 Broderick
Local 17, ILWU, Broderick, Calif.,
will elect four delegates to the 15th
Biennial Convention of ILWU February 28. Nominating meetings will
be held at the Union Hall on January 24 at 12 noon and 7:30 p.m.

Local 83, Pelican, Alaska
Local 83, ILWU, Pelican, Alaska,
will hold its election January 8,1963,
to fill the offices of president, vice
president, secretary-treasurer, recording secretary and 4 members of
the executive board. Polling will be
between the hours of 8 p.m. and end
of balloting at Pelican, Alaska,
ILWLY Local 83.

The Dispatcher
Catches Up with
Mechanization
Notice anything different about
this issue of The Dispatcher?
We've switched from letterpress
to lithography and the paper will
henceforth roll on a brand new
Hoe-Aller highspeed newspaper
web offset press, only recently installed by Phillips & Van Orden
Company,our printers for the last
20 years.
The press is the first of its kind
on the Pacific Coast. The machinery of the press was designed by
the Hoe Company, long time
American builders of newspaper
web presses. The lithographic
processes for the press were designed by the Aller Company of
Copenhagen.
The greatest noticeable improvement in The Dispatcher will
De in the reproduction of pictures.
The present issue is printed on
paper similar to before. However,
by our first issue in January we
expect to have delivered a much
whiter and heavier-bodied paper
known as 42 lb. Catalina.
Since there is no shrinkage in
the lithographic process, our type
will be fractionally larger. This
combined with the whiter paper
coming should make The Dispatcher easier to read.
The new process also lends itself to More flexibility in design
and makeup and as soon as we
learn some of its potentials we
hope to present a handsomer,
more interesting paper.

Local34Elects
Top Officers
On First Ballot
SAN FRANCISCO—Re-elected to
office by Local 34 Shipclerks in the
Bay Area and Stockton in primary
balloting held December 10-11, were
incumbents Jim Herman, president,
V. J. Willoughby, vice president, Paul
E. Cosgrove, secretary-treasurer, and
Joseph F. Campion, business agent.
Also elected in the first ballot were
0. T. Cleary, dispatcher, and A. Da
Villa, East Bay relief dispatcher. A
run-off will be held for San Francisco dispatcher between Carmen N.
DiCini, and Thomas M. Carson; and
for relief dispatcher between Edward
M. Spear and John Aitken.
Caucus and convention delegates
for 1963 include Joseph F. Campion,
Gerard J. Preston, Michael P. Johnson and Jim Herman.
COMMITTEES NAMED
Other officers elected for the year
include:
Executive Committee — Robert F.
Ramet, Thomas P. Robb, Jr., Wendell R. Pooley, Eddie Davis, Russell J.
Buth, George Caruso, Charles J. Delaney, Charles H. Barton and
Michael Gradek; Investigation Committee—William J. Walsh, Jr., Arthur J. Roberts, Morris Gibbs, Norman Grosz and Bob Murray;
Labor Relations Committee—Raymond 0. Hutchings, Emmett P. Gilmartin and Nat Jacobson;
Trustees Committee — James E.
Rudden, Nicholas B. Maroevich and
Albert M. Cebrianin;
Grievance Committee—Bruce Judson, John T. Williams, Mike Henry,
Jr., George Sadala and LeRoy M.
Jones;
Information & Publicity Committee — Russell J. Buth, Thomas P.
Robb, Jr., and John Aitken; and
Promotion Committee — George E.
Davis,Lloyd D. Case, Jr., Ray French,
Bennett C. Carlson and Harold C.
Ellingsen.
The tally for major offices were:
President Herman, 350; Bill Goheen,
188; Vice President, Willoughby, 379;
Val Mallia, 108; Secretary-Treasurer
—Cosgrove, 431; Business Agent,
Joseph F. Campion, 352; Gerard
Preston, 188.
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Mired in Debt Even
Before They Grow Up
SACRAMENTO — Teenagers —
who are becoming daily involved
with serious social ills of rising unemployment and delinquency — are
also "mired in debts," according to
the California consumer counsel.
Some children are over their heads
in debt said Helen Nelson, as she
proposed tough new credit controls
to forbid teenagers to carry charge
accounts without parents permission.
"Teachers have told me seventh
graders are carrying their own
charge acounts at clothing and specialty stores," said Mrs. Nelson.
"Young people are in debt when
they get married and never get out."
Others who are seriously in debt
as a result of easy credit, she reported, include members of minority
groups, young married couples and
even educated middle-class citizens.
Some of the legislation which Mrs.
Nelson, as the state's consumer
counsel, will ask in the 1963 legislature include:
Forbidding merchants to grant a
charge account to teen-agers without parents permission;
Exempting at least 80 percent of
the worker's wages from attachment.
If a merchant is not able to collect
a bill, he should take back the
merchandise, not try to obtain payment by forceful collection of wages,
she said.
A law against deficiency judgments so that firms cannot take
back such items as cars from purchasers who fail to make payments.
And a provision to force full disclosure of the true annual interest
rate on a credit purchase.
Mrs. Nelson said that if carrying
charges bring the interest to 15 percent, for example, the purchaser
should be told..
(At its Fresno meeting last month,

Sickinger, Olson Head
Columbia Pensioners
PORTLAND — Officials for 1963
term of the Columbia River Pensioner's Memorial Association elected
December 6, include:
President, Mike Sickinger; secretary, Joe Olson; vice-president,
Frank Haines; trustees: Louis
Young, Charles Cuculich and R. W.
Roberts; executive board members:
Ted Backstrom, Joe Werner, John
Forslof, Ole Jensen, John Mathison,
Tip O'Neill and C. A. Ordway; Columbia River District Council delegate: Harry Filcher; with T. C. Gahr
as alternate.

Joint ILWU Northern and Southern
California District Councils pledged
all-out support to the work of the
California consumer counsel, praising Helen Nelson for the job performed in protecting the consumer
and wage earner, and pledging allout support for future legislation of
this kind. And Governor Brown was
also commended for setting up the
consumer counsel and for appointing
Mrs. Nelson.)

Name Bertani
Local 10 VP
In Final Vote
SAN FRANCISCO — Final election
results in Local 10 named Albert
Bertani as vice president. Elected in
the primaries were Jim Kearney,
president, Reino Erkkila, secretarytreasurer.
Business agents for 1963 are Joe
Perez, Dick Harp and Albert James.
Dispatchers named include: Joe
Mosley — chief dispatcher, Tony J.
Gomez — assistant chief; and Mike
Samaduroff, C. W. Mayfield, Jack
Orchid, Lou Navarro, Cleophas Bill
Williams, David Tucker and Peter
Dorskoff.
1963 Caucus and Convention delegates elected include: Presidentelect Jim Kearney, Reino J. Erkkila,
C. W. Mayfield, Walter Nelson,
Martin Callaghan, Carl Smith, Joe
Mosley, Mike Samaduroff, David
Littleton, Bob Rohatch and Henry
Schmidt.
Mosley and Samaduroff were a1s6s
elected as dispatchers. Local 10 officials pointed out that the constitution provides that only one dispatcher and one other officer than
the president can serve as a delegate. If Mosley and Samaduroff
choose to remain as dispatchers
their place as delegate will be taken
by the runners up — Bill Hurschmann and Bill Chester.
Also elected were 35 members of
the Executive Board; and appeals
board and investigating and grievance committeemen.

Bellingham Meeting
Remembers Mrs. Roosevelt
BELLINGHAM, WASH.—The November meeting of Auxiliary 6 here
opened with a moment of silence
In addition, auxiliary member Mrs.
Charles Otto spoke of Mrs. Roosevelt's great work.

Longshoremen stow a 30-ton railroad
car on the deck of the American Mail
Line's new SS Japan Mail, on its maiden voyage to the Far East. Six of these US
Army rail cars were slowed on deck ;for discharge at Pusan, Korea.

Heavy Lift in Seattle
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YOU?

To-

A Jolly SeastIll
To Do Too Much
II HE SEASON to be

jolly . . ."
to eat too much, drink too
much, and overdo the merrymaking.
The holiday season is also a time
for family gatherings, visiting
friends, good times. But the pleasures can be limited by strain and
tension to get everything done, and
by eating and drinking more than
is good for you.
Besides, the gaiety of the season
can strain the best resolutions of a
well-intentioned alcoholic. In your
attempt to be a good host, don't
keep urging drinks on a person who
says "no". Not everyone who has
suffered from alcoholism talks about
it, so you'll do the person a favor
by accepting "no" without trying to
change his mind.
Older people, with chronic illness
especially, should see that the holidays are not a time for neglecting
good health or safety habits. Fatigue
and chills add to greater risk of colds
and flu in the wintertime, among
young and old alike.
During the holidays people hurry
along the streets loaded down with
packages, drivers are rushing to get
somewhere, or to get home from a
party. More traffic accidents occur
and more older people are hurt,
often towards the end of the day
when the sun goes down. Keep in
mind when you're driving that older
people may not see and hear as well
as they did, and they don't move so
fast. Pedestrians should take extra
care on darkened streets to obey
traffic signals, to cross only at corners, to keep alert for careless drivers.

Youngsters Need Guarding
Around Christmas Tree
ANY HOMES are decorated this

M

time of the year with Christmas trees, ornaments, and "snow"
sprayed on windows and evergreens.
But fine plastic particles of broken
ornaments, angel hair and icicles on
the floor can be a menace if swal-

lowed by young children crawling
near the tree.
Though the modern Christmas
tree is much safer than the old candlelit tree, bubbling lights and electric cords continue to tempt curious
children. Make sure cords are not
frayed, that children do not break
open the lights—the contents are
dangerous if inhaled or swallowed!
It's well known that placing a green
tree in a bucket of water will help
keep it moist and less likely to burn.
But metallic trees deserve some precautions too. They don't burn easily,
but many cause fire or electric shock
if lights are used on the branches.
Floodlights should be used, at the
bottom of the tree, away from
branches. Place all trees away from
radiators, heaters and fireplaces.
Holly berries add charm and color
on a table or windowsill—but don't
let them drop where small children
may eat them; they too, are hazardous if swallowed.

Unventilated Heaters
Can Cause Tragedy
EVERY WINTER we read of

tragedies resulting from use of unventilated gas heaters. The weather
is often cold and damp, windows are
kept shut while gas heaters are going full blast. Check to make sure,
if you use a gas heater in your home,
that it's properly ventilated and that
at least one window in a room is
open, even slightly, to let in oxygen.
Carbon monoxide poisoning creeps
up without your knowing it; it has
no smell or taste, nor does it give any
warning of its presence. A whole
family died last Christmas season in
the Bay Area from asphyxiation due
to a faulty heater. Have a gas appliance expert check yours if you're
not sure- it's safe.
Some precautions and a little
moderation can add to your enjoyment of the holidays, so that when
1963 rolls around, you and your
family feel well and rested, ready to
take on the tasks of a new year.
Happy Holidays!

Local 6 Pensioners
Kaiser Health Plan To Meet on Welfare
SAN FRANCISCO — Retired men
Urges Flu Shots
of Local 6—members of

SAN FRANCISCO—It's not too
late to get shots now against Asian
nu, Kaiser Health plan said this
week.
Widespread outbreaks of Asian
flu are expected this winter, but
there's still time to get protection
through immunization. The plan
recommends that people have two
shots, beginning now and the second shot in six or eight weeks.
People with heart disease, lung
disorders and other chronic diseases as well as pregnant women
and people over 45 should be immunized, except that people allergic to eggs, chicken or feathers,
should not take the vaccine because of possible adverse reaction.
Longshoremen and their families in San Francisco should go to
Kaiser Drop-In Clinic, first floor
of the Medical Building, 2350
Geary Blvd., San Francisco; weekdays from 9-5; Saturdays 9-12;
and Thursday evenings. No appointment is needed.
Members and their families in
other areas should check with
their doctor now about getting
anti-flu injections. Families under
both the service plans and Insured
Plan must pay for the cost of the
vaccine. In San Francisco Kaiser
is administering the vaccine at
$1.75 per injection.

and women
the Eugene Paton Memorial Association—are invited to attend a meeting
to discuss the pension plan, medical
benefits and others items of special
interest.
The meeting, to be held Wednesday, January 9, at 1 p.m., in the
auditorium at 255 Ninth Street, San
Francisco, will hear Warehouse Pension and Welfare Director Percy
Moore make a full report on the
pension and medical plans as covered under Kaiser or California Physician's Service.
All retired Local 6 members are
urged to attend this meeting so that
there will be clear understanding of
the various benefits won by the
union for its present and past Members.

Portland Shipping Socked-In
PORTLAND — Vessels scheduled
to leave last week were forced to remain in port or tie up along the
river when a heavy, continuing, London-like fog halted shipping and
forced air-line passengers to detour
by bus to Seattle. Other ports on
the Columbia were unaffected.
Seattle Sees First 'All-Indian' Ship
SEATTLE—The first "All-Indian"
ship, the Jag Shanti (World Peace)
of the Great Eastern Line, arrived
here on her maiden voyage. Every
member of the crew is an Indian.

Here are just a few of the kids at a Christmas
party attended by more than two hundred children and parents at the union building in Honolulu December 8. The party was
sponsored by four ILWU auto units which won a long strike in October. The
program included movies, mass carol singing, a performance by "Twinkle" The
Clown, and a gift, package of candy, and fruit and refreshments for every child.
Arrangements were made by the Membership Service Committees of each unit.
Here Santa shares a secret. Mele Kalikimaka is Merry Christmas in Hawaii, as
you might have guessed.

Mele Kalikimaka

Rising Costs of Medical Care
Exposed in Consumer Index
WASHINGTON, D.C.—Foes of the
King-Anderson Medicare Bill are expected to wage the greatest lobbying numbers game in history when
the 88th Congress convenes in January.
In an effort to keep their golden
medical goose penned for posterity,
King-Anderson opposition will try to
show how the bill—proposed to operate under social security—would
socialize medicine while decimating
the paychecks of Mr. and Mrs.
America.
Spokesmen for the high-powered
American Medical Association and
private hospital insurance groups,
however, are expected to have a
rougher time of it than last session
when they successfully derailed the
King-Anderson train.
One thing the tub-thumpers for
organized medicine cannot hide is
the spiraling costs of medical service to all people in the US, young or
old.
UP 52.2 PERCENT SINCE '51
Consumer Price Index figures kept
by the US Labor Department, for
example, show the cost of medicare
service has increased 55.2 percent
since 1951 while all general living
costs were increasing 30.8 percent
in the same period.
The category of "medicare service" includes such items as doctor
fees, hospital rates, hospital insurance costs, and the tag on prescriptions and drugs.

Santa Will Show at
SF Pensioners'Party
SAN FRANCISCO — There is a
Santa Claus—according to George
Woolf, of the San Francisco Bay
Area ILWU Pensioners—and, what's
more, he will appear for kids of all
ages at the Pensioners' Christmas
party slated to be held Friday, December 21, at 150 Golden Gate Avenue in the main auditorium. Who he
is — you will have to guess, Woolf
says.
The Christmas party is planned
to go late into the evening, but will
start promptly at 6 p.m. with various
games. After that there will be
entertainment, dance contests, a
buffet supper and much- more.
Dance music will be furnished by
ILWU band, and the prize winning
drill team of Warehouse Local 6 will
perform. Admission is free for paid
up club members and wives, pensioners' widows and their invited
guests. All others—$1 per person,
$1.50 for couple.

Doctors, for example, are charging
42 percent more for their services
today than they were in 1951—more
than 10 percent higher than the
basic index increase of 30.8 percent
already identified.
Hospital insurance costs and hospital rates, however, were the categories in which the Consumer Price
Index threatened to shoot dizzily off
the chart.
HOSPITALIZATION UP 101.8%

An increase of 101.8 percent —
again compared with the same 30.8
percent general gain—was experienced in the cost of hospitalization.
Hospital insurance rates, meanwhile, shot up 130 percent as administration costs began to take more
than one-fourth the income from
premium payments.
The smallest increase of all was
recorded in the field of prescriptions
and drugs where the gain was 12.2
percent—apparently the result of
pressure generated by Kefauver drug
investigations.
STATEMENT REQUIRED BY THE ACT
OF AUGUST 24, 1912, AS AMENDED BY
THE ACTS OF MARCH 3, 1933, JULY 2,
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Southern•Report Says Kennedy
Capacity
Lackng'Outrage'
m
i
ATLANTA, GA. — The Southern
Regional Council has released a report prepared by Howard Zinn, professor of history and social sciences
at Spelman College, which criticizes
President Kennedy for failing to
give moral leadership in the South
and the FBI for racism among its
Southern agents.
"There is considerable amount of
distrust among Albany (Georgia)
Negroes for local members of the
FBI," Professor Zinn reported.
"'They're a bunch of racists,' a
young Negro told me bitterly. FBI
men appear to Albany Negroes as
vaguely-interested observers of injustice, who diffidently write down
complaints and do no more.
"With all the clear violations by
local police of constitutional rights,
with undisputed evidence of beatings by sheriffs and deputy sheriffs,
the FBI has not made a single arrest
on behalf of Negro citizens. The one
arrest made by the FBI in connection with the Albany situation came
in early September (1962), and this
when an FBI man himself was attacked by a white man near the site
of a burned church.
"In its 1961 volume, Justice, the
Commission on Civil Rights implied
that the FBI may be fundamentally
incapable of enforcing the civil
rights of American citizens, and suggested the possibility of 'a new administrative arrangement within the
Dept. of Justice to ease the problem
of FBI agents having to investigate
police officers with whom they work
daily on other cases.'
'RIGHTS' POLICE SUGGESTED
"One solution might be the creation of a special corps of federal
agents—similar to the T-men used
by the Treasury Dept.—for the sole
purpose of enforcing federally guaranteed constitutional rights in many
parts of the country.
"As for the President, he could
play, but so far has not played, a key
role in crises such as Albany. The
Commission of Civil Rights last year
called for 'the exertion of leadership
by the President.'
"President Kennedy's first substantive public statement came after
eight months of trouble in Albany
when, responding to a question at
his Aug. 1, 1962, press conference, he
called the situation 'unsatisfactory',
declared he could not understand
why Albany city officials would not
negotiate with Negroes and said:
'We are going to attempt as we have
in the past to try to provide a satisfactory solution for the protection
of the constitutional rights of the
people of Albany, and we will continue to do so.' The trouble with this
latter statement was that 'in the

past' the national government had
done extremely little, and if its future attempts were to be of the same
magnitude, this was a puny promise
indeed.
"In another press conference on
Sept. 14, 1962, again in response to a
question,President Kennedy strongly
denounced the burning of the Negro
churches in Lee and Terrell Counties. This was commendable. But it
also indicates the level of tolerance
at which our leaders—and perhaps
most white Americans—operate.
They will be aroused by open violence, particularly against places of
worship (Governor Vandiver of
Georgia offered a $250 reward for
the apprehension of the arsonists).
But they will not be made sufficiently indignant by mass jailings,
by the deprivation of free speech
and assembly, by beatings and intimidation, by the perpetuation of
segregation. The nation as a whole—
not only the President—needs to expand its capacity for outrage.
FREEDOM PREFERRED
"Only once in the Albany troubles
did the national administration
show a real burst of energy; that
was when Martin Luther King was
jailed on July 10. The President
asked for a report, the Attorney
General got busy, and the next day
King was out of jail. But there was
no such deep concern for the hundreds of ordinary citizens in Albany
who went to jail for basically the
same reason. Special favors to distinguished individuals are too easy
a substitute for genuine assistance
to troubled groups. Jackie Robinson,
who last summer received elaborate
greetings from the President on the
occasion of his election to the Baseball Hall of Fame, noted the Albany
situation and wrote, `I'd rather have
freedom than flowers'."

The First Trial of
A Political Party'
(From The Dispatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON, D.C. — A new
chapter in US political history
could be in the making in a Federal District Court here as the
Communist Party was brought to
trial, beginning December 11.
To be resolved is a criminal indictment charging that the Communist Party has failed to comply
with registration provisions of the
McCarran Internal Security Act.
Defense spokesmen pointed to
the proceedings as "the first trial
of a bona fide political party in
the history of our country."

Don't Get Him Started

—United Mine Workers Journal

BIG SHUTS

AND

LITTLE FISHES

OHN GOERTZEN of Portland, retired member of Local 8, rang
the bell recently in the Silver Lake
country of Oregon near Driving
Creek—and I mean that literally.
He nailed a buck with a nice set
of antlers—two points on one side,
three on the other.
Getting back to the bell, well it
was attached to the deer along with
a pretty yellow ribbon, a management tool employed by the Oregon
Game Commission to study deer migrations.
John turned it back to the commission and they informed him the
deer had been tagged February 2,
1962. He says he will use the bell on
his fishing rod.
Nice goin, John, it isn't very often

J

that one can down a nice buck and
get a little fishing tackle as a bonus.
Here's a photo of John with the
critter, just prior to dressing it out.
* * *
If you west coast fishermen are
feeling a little snug about the big
stripers along the Pacific strip, forget it, at least until somebody can
come up with one to top the lunker
taken by Neil Cordeira of Provincetown, Massachusetts. He took a 65
pound, 10 ouncer from the surf recently which tops the previous allsurf record which stood for 26 years.
*

*
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An anonymous golfer takes Mr.
Joe Fisherman to task, the one in
particular who traditionally highlights the angling pastime and
downgrades his golfing.
"Anglers say they fish for sport;
say they give a fish a fighting
chance but I still think that most
of 'em measure the sport by the fish
in the creel."
He refers to threadbear criticism
such as the following: "I can't see
any use in batting a little white ball
around and chasing over the countryside after it."
To this, George the Golfer replies
"Maybe he would like it better if
after 18 holes of golf, he could go
home and fry up a mess of golf
balls."
* * *
John Hogan, Eureka, California
asks about the significance of sea
lice on incoming salmon and steelhead.
These small, gray, clinging,surface
parasites, John, which are usually
found at the base of the fins, are
often used as a basis for determining
whether or not the fish is freshly
in from the sea.
Such sea lice, however,cling to the
fish for considerable periods of time
and have been documented as having been on the fish for at least 30
days after the fish have entered the
river. The sea lice, in no way, affect
the flesh and flavor of the fish.

UR LONGVIEW,Washington reporter, Spike McKee, says the
Columbia, and Cowlitz rivers after
all the heavy rains, is starting to
produce some lunker steelhead in
the vicinity of the sand bars.
He sends in the following photo
of a veteran anglerette with her re-

O

cent outstanding catch—Mrs. Ester
Simmons, wife of E. 0. Simmons,
Kelso, Washington.
The big, silver-plated buck which
tipped the scales at 251
/
2 pounds was
taken from the Cowlitz, vicinity of
Riverside Park. According to local
records, this is the second largest
steelie taken in 25 years.
* * *
Mrs. Mary Petronia, San Francisco, California, says her husband
Anthony came home with a buck
that dressed out at 110 pounds, a
three pointer out of the Interstate
herd in the northern part of the
state. Son, Mike nailed a like size
buck, a two pointer that dressed out
at 100 pounds. He wants to know if
there's any information on the relative weight of "dressed" and "live"
deer. Fortunately, the recent issue
of the "Winchester Proof" carries an
excellent chart that answers the
burning question. Here 'tis:
DRESSED
LIVE
105
117
131
140
156
166
179
190
203
215
228
240

80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
*

*

*

ILWU members—in good standing
—and the members of their family
and friends, can earn a pair of the
illustrated METRIC lures by sending in a photo of a fishing or hurqing scene—and a few words as to
what the photo is all about.

Send it to:
Fred Goetz
Dept TDM
Box 6684
Portland, Oregon
Retired members are also eligible.
Please state your local affiliation.
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Mike Quin's Last Effort

nook Club Offers Beautiful
ti1424:

4"4 ‘

The ILWU Book Club has had the
good fortune to acquire a few copies
of On The Drumhead, a collection
of short pieces — both prose and
poetry—by Mike Quin, the author of
The Big Strike.
This is a special limited boxed
edition that originally sold for $15.
The book is a beautiful example of
the bookmaker's art—fine paper and
handsome type. Victor Arnautoff did
the wood engravings. At $5 it makes
a perfect present for the holiday
season.
Everyone will have his favorites.
Some of the dialogues between Mr.
Wnrphy and Mr. O'Brien are as
sharp and as amusing as the familiar pieces about Mr. Dooley. "Fare-

the Drumhead'

well to Mother Mooney" tells the
story of the funeral march up
Market Street on the occasion of the
death of Tom Mooney's mother. The
marchers poured into the Civic
Center for a farewell meeting which
was chaired by Henry Schmidt and
at which Harry Bridges was one of
the speakers. This was in 1934.
The pieces were published originally in a great variety of newspapers and magazines, from Scribner's to the Western Worker; they
include a few of his CIO broadcasts
and several of his stories in the
ILWU Dispatcher. One of his Dispatcher pieces—"Free Private Cocoanuts"—a lesson in the economics
of free private enterprise is republished below.

In all my years in the labor moveTHERE IS ONLY one way to win a
I have rarely seen better exment
and
betterment—
1 battle for union
All our
that is to have a • program, and a amples of this kind of unity.
pullare
Columbia
British
in
locals
takes
it
Sometimes
action.
plan of
movd
direction—an
same
the
in
ing
years to finally hit that right combination of factors that leads to a ing toward consolidation.
In the near future there should
working program that really starts
apparatus
to click. And let me tell you brothers, be a centralized union
the adwith
locals
the
all
pooling
in
satisfying
more
nothing
there is
cararea
entire
the
of
ministration
the entire world—at least from a
union point of view—than reaching ried out through some central mechthat point where you begin to see anism. This will lead to far greater
certainly
the program you've been fighting for efficiency, at less cost, and
a baras
union
the
strengthen
will
action.
day-to-day
in
unfold
start to
commua
as
well
as
agent,
gaining
For many years I've been traveling
up north periodically to work with nity influence.
I got the feeling after sitting in
our brothers in the Canadian Area
Board members
have them periodically. We have a ILWU. It's been a long haul, but with the Executivetheir discussions
in
partaking
and
really
is
program
ILWU
that
now
book written by the great god Babthat the Canadian ILWU rank and
son which explains it all. I must clicking up in Canada.
and leadership alike are very
file
two
sat
through
I
recently
Just
disadmit, however, it's sometimes
of progress they have made.
proud
the
at
discussion
serious
heartening. Yesterday, I buried my days of
ILWU Canadian Area executive
grandfather."
"That's too bad," said Pete."What board meeting, and rarely before THEY HAVE hammered out a type
have I ever had such an exciting
did the old man die of?"
1 of program that will place them
that they are really moving
feeling
"Well, he walked around begging
a position of strength in facing
in
for cocoanuts until he got too weak forward. And something else that the employers; that will produce a
certainly deserves mention here: not program of security for members of
to stand any shock."
"So he starved to death?" asked once during those two days of in- the union; that will enable them to
tensive give-and-take discussion, in- step up their organizational activiPete.
"Oh, no," said the savage. "It cluding plenty of freely-given criti- tives—to make every working man
wasn't that. A cocoanut fell on his cism, and self criticism, not once a union man; and finally that will
did problems of personality get build and maintain a high degree of
head."
As they walked toward the village, raised. One can get sick and tired of respect by the rest of the labor
Pete noticed a large area of land, the all-too-human habit of sticking movement in Canada.
studded with the stumps of cocoanut knives into personalities, and passWe should not underestimate the
palms that had been chopped down. ing the buck, and trying to make influence of the ILWU in the rest of
A crew of savages was busy with some,individual the goat in any sit- the Canadian labor movement. The
stone axes at the edge of the clear- uation that seems unsatisfactory. ILWU delegation attended the Briting, chopping down still more trees. There in Canada they stuck to hard- ish Columbia Federation of Labor
"Things will be much better when rock issues, and stayed away from meeting recently in Victoria and
personalities.
they get finished," said the savage.
presented a program of action to the
dothey
"Indeed, and what are
Federation.
HE ENTIRE time was spent in
ing?" asked Pete.
Through unified activities by the
formulating policies and pro"Why, they're chopping down the
labor movement up there,
entire
cocoanut trees. The depression, you grams of action to enable them to with all the unions represented on
see, was caused by over-production. carry out—and attain—long-range a particularly tough picket line, in
There were altogether too many objectives.
which police and police dogs were
These long-range objectives ulticocoanuts. That's what caused the
against pickets, an attempt at
used
mately mean fighting for and win- mass scab-herding and strike-breaktrouble."
for
"Too many coconuts!" said Pete. ning a basic program of security
ing was broken. Labor won through
"That's right. When cocoanuts are working men. This means shooting unity.
profull
with
on
contract
a
for master
growing all over, and scattered
ILWU leadership in the Canadian
the ground, it ruins the market. You tection for every man on the job—
is meeting with the rest of the
Area
place
take
changes
what
matter
Furno
them.
for
can't get a high price
movement in BC on programs
labor
thermore, a man loses his incentive in the industry.
for mutual assistance in any situabeing
is
Canada
in
ILWU
The
he
if
cocoanut
a
for
hard
to work
faced with many serious problems, tion that demands it.
can get one too easy."
from emThere is mutual respect and trust
"It's a terrible situation," agreed including tough opposition
are tight within the labor movement in Britnegotiations
forces;
ployer
Pete.
are unified and ish Columbia and this—as much as
"Yes, but it looks like everything —but our own ranks
by the rest of anything else I mentioned before—
support
good
getting
will be all right before long. We're
class commu- is the best guarantee that we will
working
and
the
labor
bound to have a war, and then
win our current battles for security.
nity.
there's a big demand for cocoanuts.
You can't get enough of them. We
use them to throw at each other."
At the outskirts of the village,
Pete observed a huge bamboo cage
full of monkeys.
"They're Reds," said the savage.
Price
Regular Book List
"Don't talk to them."
Author
"How come they're Reds?" Pete
China, The Country Americans
Greene, Felix
asked.
$ .75 paper
Are Not Allowed to Know
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.50 paper
Later
Now—Pay
Buy
Black, Hillel
sympathizers. It's all the same.
.50 paper
Big
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The
Quin, Mike
We've got a law against monkeys
1.50 hard cover
now."
5.00 Deluxe
On The Drumhead
"What for?" asked Pete.
Quin, Mike
Edition
"Well, they pull the cocoanuts off
the trees and throw them down to
1.00
Art Calendar for 1963
Graphic Arts
the people."
1.50 paper
Songs of Work and Freedom
Fowke & Glazer
"What's wrong with that?" asked
1.50 paper
The Aloha State
Hawaii:
Adams
Pete.
Cuba: Anatomy of a Revolution 2.00 hard cover
Huberman & Sweezy
"Then people don't have to climb
1.50 hard cover
This Union Cause
trees. It makes life too easy."
Shippen
"Doesn't anybody on this island
1.50 hard cover
Freedom
Stride Toward
King
want an easy life?" asked Pete.
hard cover
3.00
Between
The
Wall
Braden
"Well, the monkeys did, but we put
hard cover
3.75
FBI
The
Lowenthal
a stop to that. They were interfering
cover
hard
3.00
Hall
Hiring
and
Up
Shape
Larrowe
with free private cocoanuts."
paper
1.00
Goods
Worldly
Pete wasn't on that island more
Man's
Huberman
than three days before they had him
Total:
locked in the cage with the monkeys.
Name
Harry Bridges protested to WashingLocal
ton about it, and a whole division
Address _
of Marines was sent to rescue him.
Pete says he doesn't think he'll
City
ever go back to Woozy Boola.

FREE PRIVATE COCOANUTS
(From the ILWU Dispatcher,
December, 1944)
All the stories and strange experiences of this war will not be told for
years to come. I think the strangest
and most remarkable of all, however,
was the experience of a National
Maritime Union merchant seaman,
Pete Finnegan, who had a shipload
of munitions blow up under him in
the South Pacific. Oddly enough,
Pete was not even bruised or
scratched. He was blown several
hundred thousand feet into the air,
but he had the presence of mind on
the way up to remove his underdrawers and fashion them into a
crude parachute, with which he
wafted slowly and gracefully onto a
remote island called Woozy Boola.
Now, I wouldn't be apt to believe
this if I hadn't heard it directly from
Pete Finnegan himself. He is usually
very reticent and modest,but I managed to get him talking about it
over a dozen or so bottles of green
death in one of the better class
Embarcadero taverns.
According to Pete, this island was
inhabited by a tribe of savages called
the Rotarianosis Kiwanisousies. It
seems that many years ago, some
wreckage from a ship that went
down in a typhoon drifted ashore
on Woozy Boola, including a splendid book by the Wall Street economist Roger Babson. With this, they
were able to reconstruct a perfect
working model of modern civilization.
The first person to accost Pete,
after he landed on the island was a
thin, unhappy looking savage who
begged him for some cocoanuts.
Pete looked around him in some
suzprise. "Why, there's more than
enough cocoanuts," he said. "This
whole darn island is covered with
cocoanut palms."
"Yes," said the savage, "But we're
having a depression right now and
times are hard. Besides, I haven't a
license for climbing trees."
"Then pick one up off the ground,"
said Pete.
"That wouldn't be right," the savage told him."I'm not entitled to it."
"And why not?" asked Pete.
"Because I haven't worked for it,"
said the savage. "I haven't earned
it."
"Then by all means go to work,"
said Pete, "and earn yourself one."
"I can't," said the savage. "We've
got a depression on, and there's no
vpUrk to do. You can't get a job anywhere."
Pete felt pretty sorry for the fellow, and said: "Well, why not make
some work. Start a federal treeclimbing prOject or something."
The savage shook his head. "That
isn't a good idea," he said. "It would
get people to expecting things from
their government and would discourage free private cocoanuts."
"Well, my gosh," said Pete,"you've
got to do something."
"Oh, no," said the savage. "Depressions are perfectly natural. We
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